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Hannah this is well executed dissertation. It is well
organised and clearly demarcates the boundaries of
your work both methodologically and analytically.
You are attentive to and theref or ref lexive about the
gaps in your data collection and analytical methods
and attempt to work around and through them. I
would have liked to see you return to the f eminist
legal theory scholarship that you ref er to earlier in
the dissertation given your privileging of  f lat law --
some indication of  scholarship in that f ield if  any
that advances these debates usef ully and/or how
your mixed methods can expand existing scholarship
 interested in questions of  traf f icking. 
Well done. 
Second marker -
Good work -  a well structured and really well
researched submission. Your engagement across
international legal materials, the case study and the
various theoretical elements is impressive and a
strength of  the paper.  You do a good job at
analysing the role of  heteronormativity throughout
the paper and the imagined (non-) sexual lif e of
children. Perhaps an analysis of  the needs and
representation of  older children, in particular, would
have been valuable, as well as the varying cultural
perceptions of  late childhood which can be
contrasted with the stereotyping in international
documents (f or example theories around youth
bulge as an indicator of  insecurity) -  this would have
allowed you to draw in dialogues around race and
postcolonialism within international law. An analysis
of  how af f ective language is used to invoke the the
child within international legal institutions and
init iatives might have added f urther sophistication. 
Nevertheless a well researched and written
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would be usef ul to situate the centrality of  this study to your work. It is cited a lot 
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